1. The structure and classification theory of semisimple complex Lie algebras is extended to a class of infinite dimensional Banach-Lie algebras. The work abandons the use of a bilinear form, generalizing instead the notion of a compact form.
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is called a foundation if U is maximal with respect to a</3> = 1 Va, j3 G U, a =£ j3, and A always contains a foundation of cardinality > 9. Following Kaplansky [4] , A is an .//-system if a<]3> = 0, ± 1 Va, |3 G A, a =£ j3. In the sequel, the notations 3t(tf; C 0 ) etc. follows de la Harpe's [2] and shows via a case-by-case analysis that A is isomorphic to the root system of £)o(H, / Q ; C 0 ) or 0 (H, / R ; C 0 ) and hence that (£*, M) is of type C or 5 respectively.
Thus any simple chromatic pair is the completion, in a suitable norm, of a classical simple involutive lie algebra of operators on a Hubert space.
